highwayman-turned-poet received a royal pardon (x). 2 In these lengthy, self-serving verses, published in three editions (1628, 1628, 1634), Clavell repents his misdeeds, discloses the strategies of thieves, and offers advice to travelers. Though in his edition of The Soddered Citizen Pafford cautions against reading biographically, there and in an essay published some fifty years later in Notes & Queries for Somerset and Dorset, as well as in a full-length study of Clavell in 1993, he points to the Prologue, which, he notes, suggests that the playwright himself may be a reformed thief, familiar with the highwayman's haunts 3 -"Ould Sarum's Playne, Gads, Sutors hill 4 /Our Poett rang'd, that course prov'd ill;/Better resolv'd, hee makes accompt/To solace, on Parnassus Mount. " Pafford also notes two passages in the play that could be referencing Clavell. In the first, Brainsicke, in prison after being tricked by a goldsmith, as Clavell was c. 1623 by the moneylending goldsmith William Banks, announces that he will rename the goldsmith Mountayne "The lesser Bancks, or, the little Mountebancke" (1.3). (As Pafford points out, the language here anticipates a phrase in the 1634 edition of A Recantation: "Noyes flood . . . topping the rankes/Of the great Mountaines, and the lesser Bankes." 5 Sometime between November 1619 and April 1621, Clavell, a financially-stressed Oxford student, was arrested for stealing silver or gold plate from Brasenose College. In 1623, his father, who had lived apart from the family with another woman, died, leaving his son the task of administering the estate. Clavell's hope for help from his uncle, to whom he was heir apparent, vanished when William Clavell engaged in political activities that left him in financial ruin. Although Clavell received a pardon for the Brasenose College theft, by early 1625, following the machinations of Banks and his own arrests for a series of robberies, he had been declared a felon and had lost all claim to his father's estate. That Undermyne's comments about the pillager-turned-poet were intended to invoke the infamous thief is confirmed by lines in the manuscript just after Undermyne's 5.5 exchange, inserted, then deleted: "All humble thankes unto our gratious Queene/That ask'd his pardon & our Kings that gave it." Imprisoned and sentenced to death, Clavell begged forgiveness of James I; he was granted mercy by him and, upon his coronation, by Charles 8 -there is much talk of usury, bankruptcy, and inheritance, and of an older son yielding to a younger, as Marmion himself did. Like Marmion, Undermyne has a younger brother and two sisters, and Brainsicke is willed only a white-faced bull, while his younger brother inherits their father's estate. Similarly, in A Fine Companion, there are two brothers, the younger, Careless, favored by the father, at the expense of the older, Aurelio. Allan Porter Green, in fact, after uncovering documents concerning the difficult history of Aynho, the estate the elder Marmion sold, proposes that the disinherited older son, Aurelio, "may well be the dramatist's self-portrait." 9 Marmion also had encounters with the law. Pafford speaks of the event on 2 September 1629, when "the grand jury at the Middlesex sessions returned a true bill against him for wounding one Edward Moore with a sword at St. Giles's-in-the-Fields on the previous 11 July" (xii) . 10 Although the twenty-six-year-old would appear to have been released on bail immediately after his arrest, he failed to surrender at the court, forfeiting the £40 paid by his father and one Richard Browne and remaining "at large." Pafford avers that "We may with some confidence dismiss the idea that Marmion was ever a highwayman" (ibid.) -this despite the fact that the event took place "in the highway of St. Giles's-in-the-Fields" (the parish that Francis Grose, in the next century, called "the grand headquarters of most of the thieves and pickpockets about London" 11 ). But when Pafford prepared his edition of The Soddered Citizen, he did not have the information on the playwright's young life that Green later uncovered. Green points to the case of Spencer Potts v. Shakerley Marmion, which indicates that five years earlier, on 14 June 1624, Marmion also failed to appear in court, causing a warrant to be issued for his arrest. Weeks before receiving his M.A. from Oxford, Marmion was an outlaw, "hiding" (as Green puts it) "in the obscurity of those suburban lanes and alleys he alludes to so frequently and knowledgeably in his plays." 12 In search of a definitive authorial attribution for The Soddered Citizen, Pafford turns to the handwriting, meticulously isolating six hands: the principal scribe and five revisers, including the King's Men's bookkeeper, whose writing, he states, is also present in Believe as you List, Bonduca, and The Honest Man's Fortune (viii). But even with access to a surviving medical recipe in Clavell's italic hand and Clavell's signature in the Oxford Subscription Register of 19 November 1619, 13 Pafford could not identify Clavell's writing in the manuscript -at least not in 1936. Fifty years later, having seen examples of Clavell's handwriting in Clavell's Notebook, 14 he speaks of the manuscript as a scribal copy "with corrections in Clavell's hand and in that of the bookkeeper of the king's company and possibly other hands." 15 Pafford
r are seven lines of verse, which do not appear to match any of Clavell's writings in the Notebook. In 1936, Pafford spoke of these lines as "written in a hand which apparently occurs nowhere else in the manuscript" (unnumbered page before the Prologue). But in 1986, he seems to assume that Clavell did, indeed, write the lines: "[he] wrote on it doggerel lines saying that if he could only get back to England he would never set foot in Dublin again." 16 The verse, which appears to have been written in Dublin, reads: "Oh would I were in Inglande (where)/If Such a place as this, I should finde there,/I would from thence to Spayne,/where as I would, soe long/As breath did last, remaine,/Before I would see, dublin/once againe!" Clavell lived in Ireland from 1631 or 1632 to 1633 and returned there in December 1634, remaining for three years. While in Ireland, apparently through the influence of Adam Loftus, Lord High Chancellor, his reputation was restored: he married an heiress, was admitted to the bar, and practiced medicine (though apparently without a license). 17 The verse could, as Pafford suggests, reflect Clavell's despondency over his situation in Ireland, but given his successes there, it is more likely that it alludes to the situation of the play and that it records the versifier's outrage, perhaps disingenuous, at what went on in the England of The Soddered Citizen.
But even if Clavell were the author of the poem and was, at some point, in possession of the manuscript, he need not have been the author of the play. An examination of the extended samples of Clavell's handwriting in the Notebook and Marmion's in the dedication to his epic poem, Cupid and Psyche, 18 reveals that neither was the primary scribe of The Soddered Citizen. Pafford believes that one of the amending hands in The Soddered Citizen is Clavell's, but additions and changes to the text are minimal, making such an observation difficult to confirm. As Pafford himself commented in 1936, "As to the hands appearing in the manuscript itself, there seems about as much or as little reason to identify any of them . . . with Clavell's as with Marmion's (xix). Yet there is one intriguing insert that he does not mention: the name of one of the characters -"Shackle," in italic, inserted in the manuscript in the opening stage direction of 4.7 -not only resembles the name "Shackerley" but also looks strikingly like Marmion's youthful signature at Oxford. Finally, though, Pafford's efforts -and my own -at identifying the author's hand may be based on a faulty assumption: that the author's hand need be present. For if the surviving manuscript is not the playwright's copy but the copy subsequently prepared for performance, the primary hand should be that of the company scribe, with changes made by members of the company. 19 The handwriting in the manuscript, then, like the biographical allusions (to both men), leaves the authorship question unresolved. But what of the attribution in the Stationers' Register? It is important to understand that in order to establish credibility for Clavell's authorship, Pafford had to question the reliability of Moseley, whose authority, he avers, "is not high," and his ascription in the Stationers' Register "carries no considerable weight" (x, xxiii). Moreover, he also had to question the veracity of John Warburton (1682-1759), the book and manuscript collector who famously claimed that his cook burned his manuscripts or used the paper for the bottoms of pies. Pafford is not so strenuous in expressing his doubt as W. W. Greg, who, in "The Bakings of Betsey," quips, "For my own part I feel it extremely difficult to make up my mind as to whether Moseley was a knave or Warburton a liar." 20 But he does follow Greg in suggesting that the surviving list of plays that were lost at the hand of Warburton's servant was copied from Moseley's and others' entries in the Register. One need only read John Freehafer's 1970 essay on Warburton's lost plays, however, to dismiss that claim. 21 For as Freehafer points out, Warburton lists plays not entered by Moseley; specifies genre, author, and other details not in Moseley's entries; and omits errors that appear in the entry book. Clearly, the Stationers' Register was not Warburton's source. Just as clearly, Warburton's younger contemporaries and immediate successors, including Edmond Malone (1741-1812), agreed that Warburton had owned the listed plays. In independent play inventories dated 1653 and 1660, then, both Moseley and Warburton assign The Soddered Citizen to Marmion.
Perhaps the most plausible explanation is the one that Pafford, in 1936, teased: "Is it possible," he asks, "that Marmion borrowed his friend's personality as a literary device, or alternatively that the two collaborated in the writing of the play?" (xxiii). Evidence that the two knew one another is, at best, circumstantial, yet there is good reason to believe that both were "sons of Ben." Marmion's commendatory poem to Jonson, "A Funerall sacrifice, to the sacred memory of his thrice honoured father Ben. Johnson," for the playwright's funeral volume, Jonsonius Viribus, 22 23 Clavell, though, is not mentioned, possibly because so little of his work was known. But with Pafford's publication of large portions of Clavell's Notebook, we have not only letters, memos, and medical recipes but also poems, dramatic prologues, and an epilogue, nearly all in Clavell's hand. 24 Most relevant is a poem entitled "A gratulatory to Ben: Jonson for his voluntary Adoption of mee to bee His Son." Though elsewhere attributed to Thomas Randolph, the poem in Notebook 11-12 has a customized title, leading Pafford to conclude that "he was indeed sealed of the tribe of Ben." 25 Pafford's statement finds additional support in a poem among the "Repostes and Replies to Jonson's 'Ode to Himself.' " 26 One of these poems is by Randolph; another, "Ode: to Ben Jonson Upon his Ode to Himself," is by "J. C." William Gifford reads "J. C." as John Cleveland; Michael Hattaway, who also notices the poem in Jonsonius Viribus, where the initials are "J. Cl.," proposes James Clayton. 27 But given the poem in Clavell's Notebook, "J. C." could well be John Clavell. It is not unreasonable, then, to suggest that The Soddered Citizen could have been a youthful collaboration on the part of two sons of Ben, with Clavell, in person or through his writing and reputation, providing Marmion with material for his play or, possibly, the two amusing themselves jointly in writing it. Either way, surely Moseley's and Warburton's attributions of the play to Marmion should not be dismissed.
Finally, a note about the title: The Soddered -or Soldered -Citizen (an unknown hand in the manuscript changed the "l" to a "d"). While playwrights had previously used the adjective in other senses -Jonson in Cynthia's Revels 2.2, John Fletcher in The Bloody Brother 2.1 -the term "soddered citizen" had not been used at all. 28 Indeed, the term does not even appear in the text of The Soddered Citizen -unless on the final page of the manuscript or in the epilogue, both of which (along with all but a small fragment of the title-page) are lost. "Broken man" was commonly used to indicate a man in straitened circumstance, particularly financial ruin -"The Kings growne bankrupt like a broken man" (Shakespeare, Richard II 2. . 29 Clavell does not use "broken" in this sense or "soddered" at all in A Recantation (nor does he apply the term a "broken man" to mean, as it does in the Scottish Highlands, a person living as an outlaw). Indeed, the joint use of the adjectives "broken" and "soddered," to mean bankrupt and subsequently redeemed, as used in The Soddered Citizen to describe the crafty merchant 
